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ABSTRACT
Years of pandemic, lockdowns, the cost-of-living crisis and rising inflation have taken money out of people’s pockets, 
especially in developing nations, pushing an increasing number of people to rely on taking out personal loans. Traditional 
banks have been tightening their lending policies – borrowers need good credit scores, and in some countries they even ask 
for collateral to lend money in this tough economic climate. Spotting a gap in the market, several malevolent mobile 
lending applications have arisen to lend to individuals when they are in a vulnerable situation.
Mobile lending applications have been a problem on app platforms for years, with few legitimate apps and several 
fraudulent ones. Researchers have been finding lending applications that have been violating policies for years. App 
platforms have brought in several policy updates to curb illegal applications, but they circumvent these policies with fake 
information and have been thriving more than ever, particularly in the Google Play Store, due to Android having a higher 
market share in developing nations.
These lending apps claim to charge low interest and have longer repayment schedules, but in reality, have shorter 
repayment schedules ranging from seven days to a few weeks. Besides that, they collect vast amounts of personal data, 
identity details, device information, contacts, locations, SMS and call logs, and store these details in unknown third-party 
locations, violating various data regulations. Some countries even classify these as hostile. When victims fail to repay 
within a short duration, they start charging high interest and abuse their personal data by threatening to send sensitive data 
to friends/relatives on the contact list, post on social media and make threatening calls. Several people have lost lives 
through suicide, unable to bear the torture of the agents.
Technology-wise, there is a sophisticated infrastructure behind these apps, with professional-looking websites, the use of 
app frameworks, the use of packers to evade app platform policies, fake banking regulation certificates being created on 
websites to fool users, and user traffic being driven through social media and Telegram groups.

INTRODUCTION
The fintech revolution and emergence of digital apps should have helped new fintech businesses meet niche markets, and 
helped everyone from all spheres of life make financial decisions with transparent information, especially those that are 
less well served by traditional banks. In many developing countries, mobile is the only way of accessing the internet, and 
through the app platforms, users are able to access things they didn’t have access to before, including lending apps.
According to a joint report by Google and Apps Flyer [1] there has been an increase in the installation of financial apps 
since the COVID-19 pandemic, and trends show an increase in searches for instant loan applications.
Having identified a gap in the market, several malevolent mobile lending applications have appeared, aiming to appeal to 
individuals when they are in a vulnerable situation and in need of a loan.

MOBILE LENDING APPS
There are several categories of mobile lending app, covering business loans, payday loans, shopping loans, credit card loans 
and automobile loans. But in this paper, we will only focus on personal loan (also known as instant loan) lending apps, 
particularly those targeting developing countries. 
Google defines a personal loan [2] as: ‘... lending money from one individual, organization, or entity to an individual 
consumer on a nonrecurring basis, not for the purpose of financing purchase of a fixed asset or education.’ And states that 
‘Personal loan consumers require information about the quality, features, fees, risks, and benefits of loan products in order 
to make informed decisions about whether to undertake the loan.’
Instant loan apps target vulnerable people in developing countries due to lax policies. Targeted countries include India, 
Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Mexico.

Figure 1: Major countries affected by personal loan apps.
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The major lure of these data spyware applications is the possibility of having an instant loan with minimal documents. 
Traditional banks need several documents, collateral and can take weeks or months to provide loans [3]. Meanwhile, digital 
loan apps require fewer documents and disburse the loan in a matter of hours or days. Everything happens online without 
the need to go anywhere in person. This makes it an attractive option.

Process

Personal loan app applications involve several steps before the loan approval. Users are allowed to borrow on the amounts 
set in the app. These limits are usually small to medium, depending on the lender and borrower.

Figure 2: Loan application process.

• Step 1: Download the app from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

• Step 2: Enter mobile number, request verification or OTP code, and confirm.

• Step 3: Enter personal details such as name and address, upload identity information such as driving licence, national 
identity card, PAN card (social security number) and personal photo.

• Step 4: Contact details are collected.

• Step 5: Data is sent to a remote server for loan approval.

DATA COLLECTION AND PERMISSIONS
These applications collect vast amounts of data from their users. During the application process, they collect bank 
statements, identity documents, and the user’s facial image. 

Figure 3: Screenshots of data collection in loan apps.

These apps will request permission for location, contacts, SMS messages, storage, Wi-Fi state, installed packages, telephone, 
camera, and calendar. Figures 4–6 show examples of permissions requested.

With this permission, they will be able to collect data about where the user resides, their list of friends, family, work 
colleagues and anyone else stored in the contacts list, the user’s Wi-Fi details, SMS messages, pictures stored on the device, 
and other device information. Figure 7 outlines what the crooks claim is the purpose of collecting the information.
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Figure 4: Data collected by one of the apps as displayed on App store and Play store page.

Figure 5: Permissions requested by some of the apps.

Figure 6: Permissions requested by some of the applications.
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Figure 7: What crooks claim is the purpose of collecting information.

PRIVACY POLICY
Most of these apps have a privacy policy page that lists the data they’ll collect. It discloses the information that will be 
collected, but does not mention that the data will be used for harassing and threatening purposes. Many of these apps also 
store, process and distribute data on unknown servers outside the country from which the data is collected without the 
consent of the users. Users granting these permissions are unaware that these permissions are abused for harassment 
reasons, as mentioned in the findings of [3].
Information they say will be collected by these apps includes:

• Personal information – name, email ID, date of birth
• Finance information – bank account number, income and debts
• Job information – employer, employer’s contact details, job type and name
• Contacts list
• List of installed applications
• File directory information
• SMS information – SMS content, title
• Device information – OS type, screen resolution, IP address, manufacturer & model
• Images and videos 
• Location – precise location of the user

Figure 8: Privacy policy page.
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PROCESSING FEE AND SHORT TENURE
These apps charge extremely high interest rates, processing fees, and fake taxes to deduct lots of money from the source. At 
the peak of these app operations during 2019 and 2020, some of them charged between 200% and 300% annualized interest 
rates [4], as well as processing fees and tax. Later, the interest rates came down but were still high compared to legitimate 
banks. Deceitful charges are still a common feature; after fees and initial interest, 30–50% is still deducted from the principal.

Figure 9: More than 50% charges and less than one month tenure as opposed to three to 24 months as advertised on the 
app platform. 

When you read through the reviews for some of the apps in the App Store, you’ll notice many users complaining about 
getting only 60% of the borrowed amount. Borrowers using these apps end up repaying principal, which wasn’t even near 
enough to what was advertised.

Figure 10: App store user reviews showing high processing fee.

Another way they make money is by advertising a long loan term, typically 60–90 days or more, but instead asking for 
repayment within a week in many instances and a couple of weeks at the latest.
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BLACKMAIL AND SUICIDES
The loan apps gather data from the devices they are installed on and use that information to threaten users. They manipulate 
images collected from the device (as shown in Figure 11), often trying to make them look obscene, before sending them to 
the user’s contact list. In some instances, if the borrower is female and they are unable to return the loan, they have been 
asked to send nude videos [5].
As shown in Figure 12, the crooks threaten the borrower that they will make nude media for distribution.

Figure 11: Manipulated images sent out to contact list phone numbers.

Figure 12: Court complaint screenshot from a borrower from India.

Clearly, should there be are any sensitive videos in the gallery on the device, it will be a great worry for the borrower as 
they do not know what else will be done besides sending them to those on their contact list.
Most of these apps are illegal, yet when sending out messages, they threaten to prosecute borrowers according to the law if 
they are late or unable to repay. Tragically, under the pressure of these extreme (and false) threats, and unable to face the 
shame that is inflicted on them, some vulnerable people have taken their own lives [6, 7].

Figure 13: Threatening WhatsApp messages.
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Figure 14: Message threatening legal action and threatening to contact family and friends.

WEB INFRASTRUCTURE
In an attempt to appear legitimate, these loan apps have websites providing basic information. The template of the website 
may vary based on the country, but they all contain a logo, menu, and basic information, including a privacy page.
The hosting sites of the websites we found varied, but many of those we encountered were hosted at Alibaba cloud and 
some on Amazon Web Services.

Figure 15: Loan app websites.
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Not all the websites have direct links to download the app, probably out of fear of the app being removed from the app 
platform. Some of the apps only have the website to convince users, and probably app reviewers, usually linked with a 
reference from the app platform page.

Figure 16: Stawika loan app website.

Figure 17: Loan app websites with similar templates targeting users in Ghana.

Figure 18: iOS App Store app distribution sites.
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Figure 19: We found several spyware instant loan app websites hosted at Alibaba.

APP ANALYSIS
There are a wide variety of spyware loan app samples. The critical part of these apps is accessing sensitive data; we can 
group them into different categories based on how they get this data. We’ll discuss some of them here.

Data access
Hash: 181f3d34f86b1c27136177a31186f0a70ba5565b6c9a6e4e5e055ba5ce35caf8
Lots of apps access data in a standard way without any concealment. We’ll go through the code snippets of one such app. 
This app gives a good representation of the amount of data that is collected. Looking at the code snippets, it is 
flabbergasting to see the finer details of the data collected and imagine what the fraudsters can do with that amount of data 
– you will quickly understand why we call this ‘data espionage’.

Figure 20: The class names give an idea of the variety of data collected.

App data, such as a list of applications on the device, the install time, versions, and app types, is collected. Battery status, 
the level of battery, temperature, and brightness are collected. Besides that, location details, audio, video, and file download 
lists are collected.
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Figure 21: Code snippet showing app list, battery status, location and media files data collection.

Figure 22: iOS code snippet.

The app also checks if the device is rooted, by checking if the well-known root binary file exists; it will also check if it’s 
running on an emulator, genymotion, etc.; it checks signal strength, VPN, proxy, mock location, and keyboard type, 
probably to verify if it is being run by researchers – which is definitely not something a loan application should do.

Figure 23: Code snippet to check more device-specific data.

The app extracts the display name, number, last updated time stamp, times they were contacted, and if it was starred by 
querying the ContactsContract content. For specific phones, such as those widely used in Asia like Xiaomi (Miui), 
Samsung, Huawei, Vivo and Coloros, they look for specific locations to extract contact content.
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Figure 24: Code snippet of contact list data collection.

They collect extensive hardware data, including manufacturer, screen details, CPU details and bootloader. They will also 
collect events data and SMS messages from the OS, as shown in the code snippet in Figure 25. 

Figure 25: Code snippet showing type of photo, hardware, storage and SMS data collected. 
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Encoding 

Hash: 2717fd8e04251ba5b1315a28efa0713d523bde87c58da798831124e13c15de1a

Some applications encode the key strings related to the data extraction from the device. Encoding routines are used, and 
some of these routines are shared across several samples, indicating the same author or group behind the development.

Figure 26: Encoded code snippet.

Figure 27: Encoded app code snippet.

Packed samples

Hash: e8e9866de70ce17c547c2541fd5a24fdbbe7cbc5e7f49b8e6a2aaff867ca4aa5

Packing is a known technique used to delay the analysis of an application. We encountered Jiagu-packed samples. Jiagu is a 
known packer used in the Play Store by both malicious and clean apps, and it is popular in Asia. These apps declare that 
they collect your data. The reason for using a packer could be to stop competitors from stealing code or to make it less 
obvious to researchers and reviewers that the app contains sensitive data collection code.

Other than Jiagu, we also noticed samples packed with the package com.proxy.shellapplication, and other researchers have 
spotted samples built with the Flutter framework [8].
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Figure 28: Jiagu packed vs unpacked.

INSTANT LOAN ADWARE THAT FEEDS ON FRENZY
Some instant loan apps claim to provide instant loans but do not actually provide any loans and exist only to serve 
advertisements. The ‘Urgentt Loan with Calculator’ [9] app, when launched, opens with an advertisement; it doesn’t offer 
any loans itself. When you click on anything, it pops out an advertisement or wants you to click a redirect to another 
application, making its money through advertisements and pay-per-install. Urgentt Loan with Calculator is just one 
example; over the years, several apps like these have appeared in the app stores.

Figure 29: Play store page for advertisement app.
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Figure 30: Urgentt Loan with Calculator advertisements display.

Figure 31: User review confirming that it’s only an advert app without any loans.

HOW ARE THEY DISTRIBUTED?

Telegram and Facebook groups
Borrowers are targeted using Telegram and Facebook groups. They advertise, post reviews, and comment on social media 
promoting these groups. Then they have the target audience to distribute what they like. Increasingly, personal loan apps 
are distributed on the Play Store. When the apps were removed from the app platforms, we noticed that they started 
distributing APKs directly through the platform.

Figure 32: Telegram groups promoting personal loan apps.
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The crooks behind these apps know that their target audience spends time on social media sites, so they have several 
Facebook groups and Facebook pages to promote them. They create these sources with the message that the loan will be 
instant and without credit checks. This will attract the attention of those who need a loan or who have been rejected by 
traditional banks due to a lack of paperwork or a poor credit report.

Figure 33: Luring potential victims through Facebook groups.

Figure 34: Thai (translated) loan app being driven through the Facebook page video promotion. 

We found some users complaining that they had never taken a loan, but they were still sent threatening messages and a link 
to download the app. We highly suspect that these people’s phone numbers were targeted using data from the contact lists 
that crooks obtained illegally from borrowers. When they send these messages, they threaten to force installation and 
borrowing on potential new victims.
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.
Figure 35: Data abuse to threaten and distribute apps to phone numbers collected from previous borrowers.

Ads and SMS messages
Traditional methods such as sending SMS and advertising on social media such as Twitter and YouTube are also used to 
entice users to install these apps.

Figure 36: Adverts on Phone.

Figure 37: Loan app distribution SMS adverts.
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VIOLATING AND CIRCUMVENTING APP PLATFORM POLICIES
Traditional malware tries to evade app reviewers by using anti-sandbox techniques, dropping the payload, decrypting code 
at runtime, and downloading code at a later stage of the malware. In the case of spyware personal loan apps, they access 
and exfiltrate user data by declaring it publicly on app platforms. The abuse of the data collected from the borrower’s 
device happens outside the app platforms. We call these types of threats ‘holistic threats’. If you do not have a complete 
sense of how, when, and where, including the context of the threat, the threat will not seem malicious.
In the early days of personal loan apps, especially in developing nations, these apps charged up to 200% [4], due to a lack 
of policies in countries such as Nigeria, Kenya and India. App stores were controlling the policies of these apps. The 
interest rates were high, the loan terms were short, and pretty much anyone could publish a loan app and lend to 
individuals.
The first policy we are aware of came in 2019, requiring apps to stop short-term loans of less than 60 days, specify 
additional metadata about the loan, such as interest rates and fees, and reduce the APR to 36% in the US – but there was no 
such requirement for the APR to be reduced in developing countries, where vulnerable users were most affected [10].

Figure 38: Google Play Store policy update in 2019.

As more abusive loan apps started appearing, in September 2021 [11] the policy was updated to introduce the requirement 
(in India and Indonesia) to submit an app declaration, in which it was necessary, for example, to declare whether the app 
was licensed by a legitimate bank or associated with a central bank-approved finance company, and submit supporting 
documentation.

Figure 39: Google Play Store policy updates from 2021.

This policy now covers other countries including the Philippines, Nigeria, Kenya and Pakistan, with various requirements 
for personal apps to operate in those countries [12]. At the time of writing, the use of sensitive permissions that steal data 
has been prohibited [13].There is still a possibility the crooks could directly collect that data from the borrowers, though 
less data will be transferred.
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Figure 40: Permissions prohibited from personal loan apps since 31 May 2023.

Several data-stealing personal apps have been removed [14] from the Apple App Store, but due to the popularity of Android 
in developing nations, they are more commonly found in the Google Play Store. 

The personal loan policy for Apple [15] has some of the same requirements as the Google Play Store but doesn’t have 
country-specific rules.

Figure 41: Apple App Store policy for personal loans.

Max APR and loan term violation 

These apps include details of loan tenure, loan amount range, and interest rate information in their app descriptions. They 
claim to give borrowers at least 90 days for repayment. However, these details are included in the app description page 
merely to appear to comply with the policy. But whether or not the behaviour of the apps actually complies with the policy 
cannot be monitored by the app platforms. The recovery agents who have the data will start calling on the fifth, sixth or 
seventh day [16], or in the best case, after a couple of weeks, depending on the level of malicious intent. Store policy is 
only paid lip service.

Figure 42: Loan description page.

NBFC and bank certificates

In most of the worst affected countries, one of the requirements for these apps to start lending is either to get a licence 
directly from the central bank or, if they claim to provide only the lending platform, to be associated with central 
bank-approved financial tech companies [12].

For instance, in India, fintech companies that do not have direct lending licences from the central bank, called the 
RBI, use NBFCs (non-banking financial companies), which are regulated by the central bank, for lending through 
mobile apps.

We checked some of the websites of spyware loan apps that were targeting Indian users. These websites had images of 
central bank issued NBFC certificates to convince users. We tried to contact some of them, but received no response. The 
Indian central bank has a list of approved NBFCs [17], and we found that the names exist on that list. It is likely that the 
spyware loan apps have used their certificates or, based on investigations by local authorities in the past, the loan apps 
piggybacked on the existing NBFCs and paid them commission – a practice which is considered illegal [13] [18].
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Figure 43: RBI certificates used by loan apps with non-banking financial company (NBFC) name.

USE OF KNOWN BRANDS
Impersonating known brands is illegal. Lots of these apps use known names or brand names that are similar to known ones 
to attract users and make them seem legitimate. In Figure 44 you can see an app using the Vanguard brand name. Based on 
our investigation, the app doesn’t look related to the legitimate brand, with a Gmail email address and an Outlook customer 
service address.

Figure 44: App using well-known Vanguard brand. 

DATA ESPIONAGE AND HOSTILITY
A simplified definition of espionage could be written as ‘the practice of spying to obtain information’. These spyware 
loan apps do exactly that, using mobile devices and app platforms. They collect huge amounts of data, and though they 
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specify this in the privacy policy, the real reason for which it has been used so far is different. Not everyone is aware of 
the dangers that collecting data could pose [3]. We do not know who else the data was shared with or how it will be used 
in the future.
We don’t see any apps collecting this kind of data through app platforms, including the Apple App Store, other than those 
labelled as spyware. Here, the apps claiming to be loan apps were allowed to access sensitive data, without any bounds, 
especially during the early days.

 
Figure 45: Indian cybercrime centre labelling spyware apps as hosted from hostile foreign entity.

India and China were at war in 1962, and since 2020 there have been several border disputes, several Chinese apps are 
banned in India, and anything hosted in China or data shared with China is considered hostile [19].

DEFUNCT FINANCE ORGANIZATIONS AND SHELL COMPANIES
The earliest documented evidence of extortionist spyware apps dates from 2016 in China [5]. Several Chinese students 
were offered high-interest loans through mobile apps with access to sensitive data. Students who failed to pay dues were 
threatened with sending out their nude photographs to the contacts.
During the pandemic and post-pandemic years, similar extortionist apps started to appear in different countries across Asia 
and Africa, abusing the access of app store platforms to these countries.
Authorities in some countries, like India, have cracked down on these apps, apprehended several local culprits, and 
released the working and organizational chart behind these rackets [5, 20].
Based on that information, the kingpins behind these operations are thought to be Asian-based and located across different 
Asian countries. They begin by advertising on local recruitment websites for directors and use them as fronts to run 
operations. They tried to get a lending licence, but were rejected by the central banks, so they used joint collaboration with 
NBFCs, which are allowed to lend with banking licences. They use the local directors hired in the previous stage to sign up 
defunct NBFCs, and the defunct NBFCs get commission for their part. They open bank accounts using those NBFCs and 
create shell companies to transfer money. After this, they recruit local unemployed people as calling staff to make extortion 
calls and, for lower salaries, as image and video editors to doctor the images. They are given access to borrower data 
exfiltrated through the apps. The communications between the kingpins and locals are through apps like WeChat and 
GBWhatsApp (a modified version of WhatsApp) [20].
The money recovered from the borrowers after expenses is then sent through different bank accounts registered under 
different shell companies before reaching the final account, where it is converted to cryptocurrency and sent to the 
kingpins. Because the kingpins are located in a different country and lack jurisdiction, they are never apprehended.
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Figure 46: Organization and workflow chart of spyware loan apps.

WHY MEGA -LO-(AN)-DON?
Megalodon is an extinct species of shark that is thought to be the biggest shark ever to have lived [21]. Traditional terms 
associated with unfair lending, such as loan sharks and predatory lending, are not sufficient for these apps. These are, in 
most cases, illegal, unfair and abusive, use threats, and have taken innocent lives. Besides that, we believe these are run by 
organized groups that have spread their wings across borders to target vulnerable people. 
Mega-Loan-Don is probably the most appropriate term to describe the monstrosity, scale of reach, unfair terms, abusive 
tactics, and mode of operation of these apps.

CONCLUSION
Mobile fintech and app platforms have revolutionized the way things work for ordinary users with digital banking, trading, 
and access to countless things that they didn’t have access to before, especially in the developing world where mobile is the 
only way to access the internet [22]. App stores like the Apple App Store and Google Play Store make it possible for any 
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innovation around the world to reach billions of mobile users. This kind of access and reach comes with its own risks. 
Because mobile is a personal device, a lot of personal data from day-to-day life is stored, and storing this data has its own 
risks. The combination of both of these risks is very dangerous. Instant personal loans by Megalo(an)don apps are one such 
threat that has been expertly exploited under the guise of a finance app.
What started in China [23] has spread all over the developing world, targeting those shunned by traditional banks, usually 
the bottom of society, and those who are after immediate, short-term loans. Local government had not anticipated these 
mobile threats, and there have been hardly any policies to curb them, resulting in malicious apps colluding with local 
crooks to disburse loans at quick rates with high interest rates and fees, and using the sensitive data access provided by the 
mobile device to make threatening calls to those who were unable to repay, tragically even leading to several suicides due 
to the inability of the victim to bear the shame of the spreading of doctored images and videos.
To prevent abuse of this kind in the future, governments should bring in laws to stop abuse of the app store platform from 
being used to target their citizens. Banning these apps completely is not a solution, we think producing a whitelist of legal 
apps, coordinating with Apple and Google to effectively implement a way for lawful apps to provide service to citizens, 
will help curb this threat.
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